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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a primitive permutation group acting on a finite set V. Then,
for a g V, the stabilizer G is a maximal subgroup of G. Suppose furthera
 .that G has an orbit D a such that the corresponding subconstituenta
GDa . is 2-transitive. Such groups were first studied in the late 1920's bya
w x w xManning 18, 19 , and were later studied intensively by Cameron 3, 4 , who
 . focused on properties of the orbital digraph associated with D a see also
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w x. w x  w x.6, 21, 22 . The first author in 23 used the O'Nan Scott theorem see 16
to show that G must be primitive of affine type, or of almost simple type,
or of twisted wreath type. An investigation of the examples of affine type is
 w x .under way see 12 for the self-paired case and those of twisted wreath
w xtype have been studied by Baddeley 2 . This paper reports on an investiga-
tion of a family of almost simple primitive groups with a 2-transitive
 .subconstituent, namely the case where the socle soc G is an alternating
group A for some n G 5. Our object is to analyze this situation andn
obtain as complete a classification of such permutation groups as is
feasible. Our approach is to consider the different types of groups G l Sa n
 4which can arise according to their action on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n on
which S acts naturally. Since G is a maximal core-free subgroup of G,n a
 w x.one of the following holds see 15 :
 .  .I Intransitive action. In this case, G l S s S = S l G,a n m k
where n s m q k and m ) nr2, unless n s 6, G g S , and G l S - S ;6 a 6 5
 .  .II Imprimitive action. In this case G l S s S X S l G,a n m k
where n s m ? k, and m, k G 2;
 .III Primitive action. This case can be further subdivided into three
subcases:
 .a Affine case. Here the socle of G is elementary abelian ofa
order n;
 .  .b Almost simple case. In this subcase soc G s T for somea
nonabelian simple group T ;
 .  . kc soc G s T for some nonabelian simple group T and inte-a
ger k ) 1.
 .  .We prove that, if soc G s A n G 5 and G has a 2-transitive subcon-n
Da .  .stituent G then either the permutation group G, V is explicitlya
 . Da .  Da ..known, or G satisfies III b and G is faithful that is G ( G .a a a a
Roughly speaking, we reduce the problem of classifying all such permuta-
 .tion groups G, V to the determination of all primitive almost simple
maximal subgroups H of A or S which have a faithful 2-transitiven n
representation and are such that, for some g g A or S , H l H g is an n
point stabilizer in this 2-transitive representation of H.
 .Let G, V be a finite primitive permutation group such that, for a g V,
 .  4G has an orbit D a : V _ a of length d. If d s 1 then G is cyclic ofa
prime order, and if d s 2 then G is dihedral of order 2 p for some prime p
 w x.see 30, 18.7 . Thus if G is an almost simple group then d G 3. Our main
result is the following.
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set V
 .such that soc G s A for some n G 5. Suppose that G l S acts naturallyn n
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 4 Da .on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n . If G has a 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent G ofa
degree d, where a g V, then d G 3 and one of the following holds:
 .1 G is 3-transiti¨ e on V, and either d s n y 1 G 4 with G s G la
< <  .S , or n s 6, V s d q 1 s 10, and G s Aut A , M or PGL 2, 9 .ny1 6 10
 .  .  .2 G F S , d s n q 1 r2 and G s S = S l G.n a d dy1
 .3 G s S , d s n is prime, and G s Z : Z is a sharply 2-transi-n a n ny1
ti¨ e Frobenius group.
 .4 G g S , n s 6, and G is the normalizer of a Sylow 5-subgroup.n a
 . Da .5 G is almost simple and primiti¨ e on S, and G ( G is faithful.a a a
 .  .In cases 1 ] 4 of the Main Theorem, G does have a 2-transitive
subconstituent of degree d. See Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 for the proofs.
Da .  w x.Although the almost simple 2-transitive groups G are known see 5a
it is probably not feasible to obtain a complete classification of the
 .  .examples G, V arising in case 5 . We give a careful discussion of this
problem in the final section. A classification is possible in principle
whenever all the maximal subgroups of G are known, and we illustrate ina
 .the case of the group G ( A see Example 7.2 a strategy which mighta 7
achieve such a classification.
Because there are in the literature several results about the cases where
Da .  w x.d is small or where G is soluble for example, 25, 27]29, 31 , it isa
convenient to consider the cases where GDa . is soluble and insolublea
separately in the proof. The examples in the Main Theorem for which
Da .  .G is soluble are those in case 3 , together with the groups listed ina
Table I below. The conventions used for the groups G in Table I area
explained in the first paragraph of Section 2. Section 2 includes some
preliminary results. In Section 3, we determine all permutation groups
TABLE I
G G da
A S 35 3
S S = 2 35 3
A A 45 4
S S 45 4
 .A A = 3 : 2 47 4
S S = S 47 4 3
A .2 ( M 5 : 4 56 10
 .Aut A 10 : 4 56
2M 3 : Q 910 8
2 .PGL 2, 9 3 : 8 9
2 4 . w xAut A 3 : 2 96
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 . Da .G, V satisfying the conditions of the Main Theorem for which G isa
soluble. In Section 4 we treat the case where G is intransitive on S.a
Sections 5 and 6 are devoted respectively to the cases where G isa
 .imprimitive and primitive on S. In Section 7, we discuss case 5 of the
Main Theorem.
w xThe result in Section 5 has been proved independently in 20 in the case
of self-paired 2-transitive subconstituents. The methods used are different.
 w xThe paper 20 investigates the orbital graphs arising from the imprimitive
.case more generally.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The notation and terminology used in this paper are standard see, for
w x.example, 7, 11, 30 . In particular, for two groups K and H, K.H is an
arbitrary extension of K by H while K : H stands for a split extension.
The central product of K and H is denoted by K ( H. For a prime r, r e
denotes an elementary abelian group of that order. For a positive integer
w xg, g denotes an arbitrary group of order g, while Z stands for a cyclicg
group of that order. Sometimes, a single g is also used to denote a cyclic
group of that order.
w xAll 2-transitive affine groups are known 14, Appendix 1 . We restate the
result below. It will be used at several stages of our analysis.
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a 2-transiti¨ e affine permutation group of degree
k  k .p with socle V ( Z , for some prime p, and let G be the stabilizer of thep 0
zero ¨ector in V. Then G s V : G and G belongs to one of the following0 0
classes. Con¨ersely, for each of the groups G below, V : G is an affine0 0
2-transiti¨ e group of degree pk.
 .A Infinite classes:
 .  k .1 G F GL 1, p ;0
 .  . k a2 G dSL a, q and p s q with a G 2;0
 .  . k 2 a3 G dSp 2 a, q and p s q with a G 2;0
 .  . k 64 G dG q 9, p s q , and p s 2.0 2
 .  .B Extraspecial classes: G F N R , where R is an r-group. The0 G Lk , p.
possibilities are listed in Table II.
 .C Exceptional classes: The possibilities are listed in Table III.
All 2-transitive groups whose socle is an alternating group were deter-
w x  w x.mined by Maillet 17 see also 5, p. 8 . We list the result for reference.
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TABLE II
kr p R
25
27
2 Q2 811
223
4 2  .2 3 R here R ( D (Q and G rR F S2 8 8 0 5
w xLEMMA 2.2. 17 . Let G be a 2-transiti¨ e permutation group of degree
 .d G 3 such that soc G s A for some n G 5. Then d, n, and the corre-n
sponding point stabilizer G are listed in Table IV.a
Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set V. Then G has a
 . gnatural action on the cartesian product V = V defined by a , b s
 g g .a , b for any a , b g V and g g G. The orbits of G in V = V are
called orbitals of G. For a given a g V, the correspondence of an orbital
 .   . 4D with the set D a s b N a , b g D is a one-to-one correspondence
 .between the set of orbitals of G and the set of suborbits i.e., G -orbits ina
 .  . 4V. If D is an orbital of G then D9 s b , a N a , b g D is also an
 .orbital and D9 is said to be paired with D. Also D9 a is a suborbit of G
 .  .  .and is said to be paired with D a . If D9 a s D a or, equivalently, if
 .D9 s D, then both the suborbit D a and the orbital D are said to be
 .  .self-paired. Write K a s G and K 9 a s G , the pointwiseDa .j a 4 D9a .j a 4
 .  4  .  4stabilizers of D a j a and D9 a j a , respectively. If a subset G : V
is fixed setwise by G then we denote by GG the permutation group of Ga a
induced by G .a
TABLE III
k 2G p s q Embedding0
29
211
2 .  .  .G dSL 2, 5 19 SL 2, 5 - SL 2, q0
229
259
4  .A 2 A ( Sp 4, 2 96 6
4  .A 2 A - A ( SL 4, 27 7 8
6 .  .  .SL 2, 13 3 SL 2, 13 - Sp 6, 3
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TABLE IV
Case d n Ga
1 n n A or Sny 1 ny1
 .2 15 7 PSL 2, 7
3  .3 15 8 2 : PSL 3, 2
2 w x4 10 6 F3 : 16
5 6 5 F5 : 4
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that G is primiti¨ e and G has a 2-transiti¨ ea
constituent GDa .. Thena
 . D9a . Da .1 G ( G ;a a
 .  .  .2 K 9 a s K a .
 .  .An important consequence of part 1 of this lemma is that, if b g D a ,
 .  .then a g D9 b and so G is a point stabilizer both for G on D a andab a
 .for G on D9 b .b
 . w x  .  Da ..Proof. Part 1 follows from 13, 3.2 . For part 2 , let S s soc G .a
Since GDa . is 2-transitive, S is either nonabelian simple or elementarya
 . wabelian. If S is a nonabelian simple group, then 2 follows from 13, 3.5
 .x <  . < 6 4  .6 . If S is elementary abelian and D a / 2 or 3 , then 2 holds by
w  .x Da . w  .x  .  .13, 4.10 1 . Also, if G is soluble, then by 13, 4.10 2 , K 9 a s K a .a
<  . < 6 4 Da . kSo we may assume that d s D a s 2 or 3 and G s Z : H , wherea p 0
pk s d and H is insoluble. By Theorem 2.1, q a s 26 or 34 and H has a0 0
 .  .  .  .  .normal subgroup SL a, q with a G 2 , Sp a, q with a even , G 2 9 (2
 2 .  a 6.PSU 3, 3 with q s 2 , or R s D (Q with A F H rR F S and8 8 5 0 5
q a s 34. Clearly there are no normal subgroups L, M of H with L - M0
6 4  . w xand MrL ( Z or Z . Thus 2 holds by 13, 4.9 .2 3
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.4. Let b g D a and E s K a l K b . Then
 . <  . <1 if E / 1 then E is a p-group for some prime p di¨ iding D a y 1;
 .  .D9 b .  . D9 b .2 K a s K a rEeG ;ab}
 .  .  .3 if K a / 1 then K a rE / 1.
 .  .  .  . w xProof. By Lemma 2.3 2 , K b s K 9 b . Hence 1 holds by 13, 4.11 .
 .  .  .  .Now K a eG - G , and the kernel of K a on D9 b is K a lab b}
 .  .D9 b .  . D9 b .  .K 9 b s E. Therefore K a s K a rEeG . Thus 2 is proved.ab}
 . wTo prove 3 we may assume that E / 1. Then E is a p-group and by 13,
x   ..  .  .4.11 , E - O K a F K a . Therefore 3 holds.p
w xLEMMA 2.5 29, Lemma 2.2 . Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group with
a soluble 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent GDa . of degree pa G 8, where p is aa
< < b c aprime. If G s 2 ? 3 , then p s 9 and c F 4.a
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The following theorem gives a set of criteria for a primitive permutation
group G to have a primitive nonregular subconstituent of degree d ) 2.
Note that, as such a group G is not regular, the stabilizer G of a point aa
fixes only the point a , and hence, for distinct points a and b , G / Ga b
 :and G , G s G.a b
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group acting on a finite
set V. Suppose that, for a g V, the point stabilizer G has a maximala
subgroup H of index d which is not normal in G . Then the following hold:a
 .  .i G has a self-paired suborbit D a of length d such that G s Hab
 . <  . <for some b g D a if and only if N H : H is e¨en.G
 . <  . <ii If 1 - N H : H is odd, then G has a non-self-paired suborbitG
 .  .D a of length d with G s H for some b g D a .ab
 .  .  .iii If N H s H, then G has a non-self-paired suborbit D a ofG
 .length d with G s H for some b g D a if and only if there exists anab
element x g G such that H x - G but H x and H are not conjugate in G .a a
 .  .Proof. i First suppose that G has a self-paired suborbit D a of
 . w xlength d with G s H for b g D a . By 30, 16.4 , there exists anab
g g  .element g g G such that a s b and b s a . Hence g g N G _ GG a b a b
 . 2 <  . <s N H _ H and g g H. Hence H H : H is divisible by 2.G G
<  . <Conversely, if N H : H is even then there exists an element g gG
 . 2N H _ H such that g g H. Since H is a maximal nonnormal subgroupG
 . gof G , we have N H s H. It follows that g f G and hence b [ a /a G aa
 . Ga H  g .H g  g4  4a . Let D a [ b . Then b s a s a s b . It follows that
 . g g g 2H s G . Also D a is self-paired because a s b and b s a s a .ab
 .  .  .ii Since N H s H, an element g g N H _ H does not fix a .G Ga
Set b [ a g. Then H s H g - G g s G and as H is maximal in G and asa b a
 . Ga <  . < < <G / G , we have H s G . Set D a [ b . Then D a s G : H s d,a b a b a
 .  .and by part i , D a is not self-paired
 .  .iii First suppose that D a is a non-self-paired suborbit of G and
 .G s H for some b g D a . If all G-conjugates of H contained in Gab a
w x  .are conjugate to H in G , then by 30, 3.5 , N H would be transitive ona G
 .  .  .fix H . However, N H s H s G is not transitive on fix H . HenceV G a b V
there exists an x g G such that H x - G but H x and H are nota
conjugate in G .a
Conversely, suppose that there is an x g G such that H x - G but H xa
and H are not conjugate in G . Let b s a xy1 . Then b / a becausea
x f G . Nowa
H xy1 H H x xy1 xy1  4b s a s a s a s b 4
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since H x - G . It follows that H F G . Since H is maximal in G anda a b a
 . GaG / G , H s G . Hence we obtain a suborbit D a s b of G withab a a b
 .  .G s H. Moreover, by i , D a is non-self-paired.ab
The following two results will be used in Section 6. Some of Theorem 2.7
w xis proved in a more general setting by Dieudonne 9 .Â
THEOREM 2.7. Let k be an integer, k G 2, and p a prime such that
 .  .  .  .  .  .k, p / 2, 2 or 2, 3 . Let X [ GL k, p , A [ Aut X , N [ Inn X
 .  .the group of inner automorphisms of X and C [ C N . Then the follow-A
ing hold:
 .  .i N ( PGL k, p and, for each a g C, there exists a linear charac-
 .  . a  .ter j : GL k, p ª GF p such that B s j B B for any B g X. Ina a
a  .particular, B s B for all B g SL k, p .
 .  .ii If k s 2 then A s C = N s C = PGL k, p .
 .   ..  :iii If k ) 2 then A s C = PGL k, p . t , where t is the transpose
in¨erse map.
 .  .Remark. For any linear character j : GL k, p ª GF p the map
 .  .  .f : B ¬ j B B, for B g GL k, p , is an endomorphism of GL k, p .j
 . Moreover, f is an automorphism of X s GL k, p and hence an ele-j
.  .   .=.ment of C if and only if the map l ¬ j lI l l g GF p is a
 .= < <bijection on GF p . It is not difficult to show that the order C is the
 .number of integers j such that 0 F j - p y 1 and jk q 1, p y 1 s 1.
 .  .  .Proof. Let N s Inn X and C s C N . Then N ( GL k, p rA
  ..  .Z GL k, p ( PGL k, p . It is evident that both N and C are normal in
A and N l C s 1. Take a g C and b g N. Suppose that b corresponds
 .to conjugation by B g GL k, p . Now ab s ba and so, for all M g
 .  a . b  b .a y1 a  a .y1 a aGL k, p , M s M ; that is, B M B s B M B . This im-
a y1  . a y1plies that B B commutes with all M g GL k, p . Thus B B g
  ..Z GL k, p and, hence,
B a s j B B 1 .  .
 .  .for some scalar j B . As ab s ba for all b g N, formula 1 must be
 .  .true for all B g GL k, p . It follows that, for any B g GL k, p , there
 .  .  .exists an element j B g GF p satisfying 1 . This means that
 .  .a a a  .  .j B B B B s B B s B B s j B j B B B for any B , B g1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .GL k, p . Hence the map GL k, p ª GF p given by B ¬ j B is a
 .group homomorphism and i is true.
 .Now ArC is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut N . If k s 2 then
  ..  .  .Aut PGL k, p s PGL k, p . Since now N s PGL k, p - A and N l
 .  .  .  :C s 1, we obtain ii . If k ) 2 then Aut N s PGL k, p . t , where t is
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the transpose inverse map. Since t g A, we conclude that ArC s
 .  :  .PGL k, p . t and, hence, iii is proved.
 .LEMMA 2.8. Consider X s GL k, p as a permutation group of degree
k  .p y 1 acting naturally on the set G of nonzero ¨ectors of V k, p , where
k G 2 and p is a prime. Then X is self-normalizing in the symmetric group
S k .p y1
 .  :kProof. Set S [ S . For any point ¨ g G, fix X s ¨ ; i.e., Xp y1 G ¨ ¨
  .=. w x  .fixes the p y 1 points l¨ l g GF p of G. By 30, 4.59 C X hasS
 .order p y 1. However, the center Z X consists of the nonzero scalar
 .  .matrices and, hence, has order p y 1. Thus C X s Z X e X. LetS
 .  .  .A s Aut X . Under the natural conjugation map f : N X ª Aut XS
 .  .we have ker f s C X s Z X . Therefore,S
Im f ( N X rZ X G XrZ X ( PGL k , p . .  .  .  .S
  ..Let C s C Inn X . Then by Theorem 2.7, C corresponds to a subset ofA
 . linear characters of X and A s C = PGL k, p when k s 2 or A s C =
 ..  :PGL k, p . t when k ) 2, where t is the transpose inverse map. We
shall prove that, for k G 2,
Im f F C = PGL k , p . 2 .  .
 .If k s 2 then formula 2 is clearly true. So we assume that k ) 2.
 .  .Suppose to the contrary there is some g g N X such that f g is in theS
  ..  .coset C = PGL k, p t . Then f g s cBt , where c g C and B denotes
conjugation by the matrix B. Hence g conjugates the stabilizer X to¨
c Bt  .X . Now c maps each matrix M to j M M for some linear character j¨
B g  .tof X, and hence c normalizes X ; also X s X . So X s X , which¨ ¨ ¨ B ¨ ¨ B
 .tris the stabilizer in X of the hyperplane ¨B . However, this is impossible
 .trsince the stabilizer in X of ¨ and of ¨B have different length orbits in
 .G. Thus formula 2 is true for any k G 2.
 .  .Next consider the elements g g N X with f g g C. By Theorem 2.7S
 . y1 f  g .  .  .i , g Bg s B s j B B for some linear character j of GL k, p
 .  .determined by f g . Let ¨ , w g G. Then there exists B g SL k, p such
g y1 f  g .  .that ¨B s w. Set ¨ [ ¨ . Note that g Bg s B s B since j B s 10
 . g B g  g . gy1 B g Bfor any B g SL k, p . Then w s ¨ s ¨ s ¨ s ¨ B. This has0 0
 .to be true for all B g SL k, p such that ¨B s w. In particular, for any
 . gB g X l SL k, p , ¨B B s ¨B s w so ¨ B s w s ¨ B B. Thus ¨ is a1 ¨ 1 0 0 1 0
 .  .=fixed point of X l SL k, p and hence ¨ s l¨ for some l g GF p .¨ 0
As we have seen above, for each w g G we have w s ¨B and w g s ¨ B0
 . g  .  .for some B g SL k, p . Hence w s ¨ B s l¨ B s l ¨B s lw. Thus g0
is the same permutation of G as scalar multiplication by l. It follows that
 .  .g g Z X and hence f g s 1. This implies that Im f l C s 1. It follows
 .   ..  .  .from formula 2 that f N X ( PGL k, p and, hence, N X s X.S S
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The last lemma of this section will be used in Section 7.
 4LEMMA 2.9. Let V s 1, 2, . . . , d for some d G 3 and let S be theV
symmetric group on V. For any subset G : V, let S denote the symmetricG
group on G fixing V _ G pointwise and consider the action of S on the setG
 4 4S s i, j N 1 F i - j F d . Then, as a permutation group of S, S - AG S
 .the group of e¨en permutations of S if and only if d is e¨en.
 .  4Proof. For any a, b g V, the tranposition a, b fixes the point i, j g S
 4  4  4  .if and only if a, b f i, j or a, b s i, j . Moreover, a, b exchanges the
 4  4  4points a, i and b, i of S for i g V _ a, b . It follows that, as a
 .permutation of S, a, b is the product of d y 2 transpositions. Note that
 .S can be generated by a, b for a, b g G. So as a permutation group ofG
S, S contains odd permutations if and only if d y 2 is odd, whichG
completes the proof of the lemma.
 .  .We note here that, if G is primitive on V with soc G s A n G 5 ,n
 .  .then soc G has trivial centraliser in G so that A F G F Aut A . Alson n
 .  .either Aut A s S , or n s 6 and Aut A s S .2.n n n n
3. THE CASE WHERE G IS SOLUBLEa
As we mentioned in Section 1, it is convenient to deal with the case
where GDa . is soluble, making use of many results already in the litera-a
ture. Thus in this section we shall classify all primitive permutation
 .representations of groups G satisfying A F G F Aut A where n G 5n n
which have a soluble 2-transitive subconstituent of degree d. We have
already observed in Section 1 that d G 3.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set
 .V such that soc G s A for some n G 5. If G has a soluble 2-transiti¨ en
subconstituent of degree d G 3, then either
 .1 G s S for some prime p G 5, G s Z : Z with d s p; orp a p py1
 .  .2 G, G , d is one of the entries of Table I.a
Con¨ersely, all of these groups do ha¨e a soluble 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent
of degree d.
 .Proof. First we observe that the converse result is true. If G, G , d isa
one of the entries in Table I, it is easy to check that G has a soluble
2-transitive subconstituent of degree d. Suppose now that G s S forp
some prime p G 5 and G s Z : Z . Let i be a primitive element ofa p py1
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 .Zr p , the integers modulo p. Then G is sharply 2-transitive on the seta
 4  :S s 1, 2, . . . , p and we may assume that G s a, b , where b sa
 . b i  :.  :2, 3, . . . , p and a is a p-cycle such that a s a . Now N b s bGa
 . .  :.  :and the permutation c s 3, p 4, p y 1 . . . lies in N b y b . HenceG
 .  .by Theorem 2.6 i , G has a self-paired suborbit D a of length p such
 :  . Da .that b s G for some point b g D a , which shows that G isab a
sharply 2-transitive.
 .  .Next suppose that G is a primitive group with soc G s A n G 5 suchn
that G has a soluble 2-transitive subconstituent GDa . of degree d G 3. Ifa
w xn s 6 and G g S , then it follows from 8, p. 4 that G, G , and d are as in6 a
one of lines 7]11 of Table I. So we may assume that G is A or S .n n
Furthermore, if d F 7, then all primitive permutation groups G with a
 wsoluble 2-transitive subconstituent of degree d are known see 31 for
x.d s 3; 24, 27 for d s 4; 28 for d s 5, 7 . It follows that, if d F 7, then
 .either G s S and G s Z : Z for p s 5 or 7, or G, G , d is one ofp a p py1 a
the entries of lines 1]6 of Table I. So we may assume that d G 8.
 4Let M be a soluble maximal subgroup of G and set G s Mx N x g G .
 .We determine which of the triples G, G, M have the properties required
 .  .of G, V, G . Suppose first that M ( S = S or S = S l A , wherea k l k l n
 .n s k q l and k / l, or M ( S X S or S X S l A , where n s k ? l.k l k l n
Then both k and l are at most 4 since M is soluble. By Lemma 2.5, d s 9
< < b c  .and M s 2 3 with c F 4. In particular, M / S X S or S X S l A4 4 4 4 16
5 < . < < <since 3 is a divisor of S X S l A . Also, since d s 9 divides M we4 4 16
must have c G 2; in particular, n G 6, and if n s 6 then n s kl with
k s 3. All the possibilities for M and the subdegrees of the primitive group
 .G, G in the case G s S are listed in Table V.n
In Table V, under the ``subdegrees'' column, l = m means that S hasn
m suborbits of length l. Furthermore, if G s A then the subgroup M isn
the intersection with A of one of the subgroups M listed in Table V, andn
the action of A on G has the same subdegrees as S on G. The onlyn n
example with a subdegree 9 arises with n s 6, M s S X S . However it is3 2
TABLE V
n M Subdegrees
6 S X S 1, 93 2
7 S = S 1, 4, 12, 183 4
8 S X S 1, 16, 184 2
9 S X S 1, 27, 36, 54, 1623 3
12 S X S 1, 54, 144, 216, 243, 486, 648 = 2, 1296, 3888 = 33 4
S X S 1, 48, 54, 128, 216, 576, 1296, 1728 = 24 3
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easy to check that the corresponding subconstituent GDa . of degree 9 isa
not 2-transitive.
 4Thus M must be primitive on S s 1, 2, . . . , n . Since M is soluble, M is
 . kof affine type; that is, M s G l AGL k, p , where n s p for some prime
 .p. It follows that, since M is soluble and n G 5, either k s 1 or k, p s
 .  .  . k2, 3 . Suppose that k, p s 2, 3 so n s p s 9. The subdegrees of S9
acting on G are 1, 8, 27, 36, 48, 144 = 2, 216 = 2, while those of A are 1,9
8, 24 = 2, 27, 36, 72 = 4, 216 = 2. By Lemma 2.5, neither has a soluble
2-transitive subconstituent. Hence k s 1 and we must have G s S sincep
 .Z : Z l A is not 2-transitive of degree p.p py1 p
4. INTRANSITIVE CASE
In this section we deal with the case where G l S is intransitive ona n
 4S s 1, 2, . . . , n .
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set
 .  .V such that soc G s A n G 5 . Suppose that, for a g V, G has an a
2-transiti¨ e constituent in V of degree d ) 1, and that G l S is nota n
 4transiti¨ e on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n on which S acts naturally. Then d G 3n
and one of the following holds:
 .1 G s G l S and d s n y 1;a ny1
 .  .2 n s 2 d y 1 and G s S = S l G;a d dy1
 .  .3 n s 6 and G, G , d are as in one of lines 7 or 8 of Table I.a
Con¨ersely, all the groups abo¨e ha¨e a 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent of de-
gree d.
 .Proof. It is clear that, if 1 holds then G has a 2-transitive subcon-
 .stituent of degree d. If 2 holds, then V may be identifed with the set of
 .  4  4all d y 1 -subsets of S s 1, 2, . . . , n . Let a s 1, 2, . . . , d y 1 g V and
 .  4 <  . < Da .D a s b g V N b l a s B . Then D a s d and G s S is d-a d
 .transitive. The existence of a 2-transitive subconstituent of degree d in 3
follows from Proposition 3.1.
Suppose now that G satisfies the conditions of the proposition. As we
observed in Section 1, d G 3. Suppose first that n s 6 and G g S . If G6 a
were insoluble and G l S were intransitive then G l S s G l S , anda 6 a 6 5
 .  .  .since soc G is transitive, G s G l S soc G F S , contrary to our as-5 6
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sumption. Hence, G is soluble and one of lines 7 or 8 of Table I holds bya
 .Proposition 3.1, so 3 is true. Thus we may assume that G F S .n
Since G is maximal in G and intransitive on S, we have G (a a
 .S = S l G for some m, k such that m q k s n and m ) nr2. Ifm k
 .k s 1 then G ( S l G, d s n y 1, and case 1 holds. So we maya ny1
assume that k G 2.
Suppose first that GDa . is faithful. Then, since k G 2 we must havea
m s n y 2 and G s A . This is the action of G on the unordered pairs ofn
S and there is no 2-transitive subconstituent unless n s 5, d s 3 as in
.  .line 1 of Table I and 2 holds.
Next suppose that the subconstituent GDa . is unfaithful. If m F 4 thena
 .G is soluble and it follows from Proposition 3.1 that either n s 5 and 1a
 .holds or n s 5 or 7 and 2 holds. So we may assume that m G 5. Then
w xA is a composition factor of G . It follows from 30, 18.2 that A is alsom a m
Da .  Da .. Da .a composition factor of G . Thus either soc G s A or G is ana a m a
 Da .. aaffine 2-transitive group. In the latter case soc G s Z , for somea p
prime p and integer a G 1, and Za is a chief factor of G and hence is ap a
chief factor of S . The largest elementary abelian chief factor of S hask k
 . a Da .order 4 occurring when k s 4 so d s p F 4, whence G is soluble,a
 Da ..which is a contradiction. Hence soc G s A .a m
Da .  .Now all possibilities for G are listed in Table IV. Let K a be thea
 .  .  .kernel of G on D a , and let K 9 b be the kernel of G on D9 b ,a b
 . Da .where b g D a . Since G is isomorphic to A or S , we havea m m
 .  .K a l S s 1, and K a s S l G s A or S . We consider below them k k k
possible 2-transitive representations of A and S and in each case wem m
 . D9 b . Da .  .use the facts that, by Lemma 2.3 1 , G ( G , and by Lemma 2.4 2 ,b a
 .  .D9 b . D9 b .3 , 1 / K a eG .ab}
<  . <  .D9 b .When d s D a s m we have 1 / K a eS . If m G 6, thenmy 1}
 .D9 b .  .  .A e K a and since k - m it follows that k s m y 1 and 2my 1 }
 .D9 b .  .D9 b .holds. If m s 5 then 1 / K a eS , so Z = Z e K a . Since4 2 2} }
 .  .K a F S with k F 4, we get again that k s 4 s m y 1 and 2 holds.k
<  . < Da .  .D9 b . 3  .When D a s 15 and G s A , we have 1 / K a e2 : L 2 .a 8 3}
 .D9 b . 3 3  .Therefore, K a is isomorphic to either 2 or 2 : L 2 . This contra-3
 .dicts the fact that K a ( A or S with k F m y 1 s 7. Similarly, whenk k
<  . < Da . Da .  .  .D9 b .D a s 15 and G s A , we have G s L 7 ( K a which isa 7 a b 2
a contradiction.
<  . < Da . Da .If D a s 10 and G G A , then G has a unique minimala 6 a b
2  .D9 b .normal subgroup Z , which, since K a is nontrivial, must be con-3
 .D9a .  .tained in K a , contradicting the fact that K a F S for somek
<  . <k F m y 1 s 5. The analogous argument applied to the case where D a
Da . <  . <  .s 6 and G G A implies that 5 divides K a while K a F S , k Fa 5 k
m y 1 s 4. This contradiction completes the proof.
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5. IMPRIMITIVE CASE
In this section we deal with the case where G is imprimitive on S.a
Recall that now
G s S X S l G, .a m k
where n s m ? k and m, k G 2.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set
 .  .V such that soc G s A n G 5 . If G l S is transiti¨ e and imprimiti¨ en a n
 4on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n on which S acts naturally, then n s 6 andn
 .G, G , d are as in lines 9, 10, or 11 of Table I.a
Proof. If G is soluble, then the proposition is true by Proposition 3.1.a
Therefore, we may assume that G is insoluble. Then n s mk G 10 anda
 .G s S X S l G F G F S . We shall prove that G has no 2-transitivea m k n
subconstituent.
Da .  .First assume that G ( G is faithful. Now S X S l G is nota a m k
almost simple and hence GDa . is an affine 2-transitive group. It followsa
 k .that m F 4 and k G 5. If m s 2, then G s 2 : S l G. The onlya k
possibility from Theorem 2.1 is G s A with G s 24 : S . However, a10 a 5
w xcomputation using the computer package CAYLEY 7 shows that G has
no subconstituent of degree 16, a contradiction. Next assume that m s 3.
 . k  . k ky1Then soc G s Z and G rsoc G ( Z : S or Z : S has to be aa 3 a a 2 k 2 k
 . k  4subgroup of GL k, 3 transitive on Z _ 1 , with k G 5. However, this is3
 .impossible by Theorem 2.1. Finally assume that m s 4. Then soc G sa
2 k 2 ky1  .Z or Z and G rsoc G is a subgroup of index at most two in2 2 a a
Sk : S for some k G 5. Again by Theorem 2.1 this is impossible.3 k
 .  .Next suppose that G is unfaithful on D a and let K a be the kernela
 . kof G on D a . First assume that m G 5. Then A is the unique minimala m
 .normal subgroup of G and hence is contained in K a . By Lemma 2.4,a
 .  .the subgroup E of K a fixing D9 b pointwise is a p-group for some
prime p, and so we have
Ak ( Ak ErEe K a rEeGD9 b . ( GDa . . 3 .  .m m a b a b
 Da ..If soc G is a nonabelian simple group, then it must be A for k G 5a k
and GDa . must be one of the stabilizers listed in Table IV, contradictingab
 .  Da .. Da . aformula 3 . If soc G is elementary abelian, then G s Z : H,a a r
where r is a prime, a G 1, and H s GDa .. However, by Theorem 2.1,ab
none of the possibilities for H has a normal subgroup Ak with k G 2.m
Hence m F 4. Since G is insoluble, we have k G 5. Suppose that GDa .a a
 .is almost simple. Observe that G l S X S does not have A as am k k
Da .  .homomorphic image. Thus G s S acting 2-transitively on D a anda k
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 . k  .K a has index at most 2 in S . Note that K a is soluble since m F 4.m
The possibilities for k, d, and GDa . are given in Table IV. Moreover,ab
cases 2 and 3 of Table IV do not arise, since in these cases the 2-transitive
action is of the alternating group only and not the symmetric group. By
Lemma 2.4,
1 / K a rEeGD9 b . ( GDa . , 4 .  .ab a b}
 .kand E is a p-group, where p divides m! ; that is, p s 2, or 3. In case 1
of Table IV when k G 6, GDa . has no soluble normal subgroup, which isab
 .contrary to 4 . If k s d s 5 then, by Lemma 2.4, E is a 2-group and
 . 2 <  . <K a rEe A or S . This implies that 3 ¦ K a , so m s 2. A computa-4 4
 .tion using CAYLEY shows that, if G s A or S with G s S X S l10 10 a 2 5
G, then there is no subconstituent of degree 5.
Da .  .  . D9 b .In case 4 of Table IV, G F Aut A , and K a rEeG Fa 6 a b}
2 w x <  . <3 : 16 , which implies that K a is divisible by 3 and that 32 does not
<  . < <  . <divide K a rE . By Lemma 2.4, E is a 3-group so 32 ¦ K a . On the
<  . <  .other hand, since 3 N K a , m is 3 or 4 and G s S X S l G. Ita m 6
<  . <follows that 32 N K a , a contradiction.
In case 5 of Table IV, if E is a nontrivial p-group, then it follows from
 . kLemma 2.4 that p s 5. Since E F K a F S , m F 4, we must havem
 . <  . <E s 1 and 1 / K a e D or 5 :4. Hence, 5 N K a , contradicting the fact10}
<  . <  .kthat K a divides m! and m F 4.
Finally suppose that GDa . is an affine group Za : H with H insoluble.a p
 .Then since G s S X S l G with m F 4, p can only be 2 or 3 and thea m k
unique nonabelian composition factor of H is A . The possibilities for pak
 .and for H F GL a, p having A as a composition factor are given ink
Theorem 2.1 and are as follows:
No. pa H
4  .  .1. 2 A ( SL 2, 4 e H F GL 2, 45 }
4  .  .2. 3 2. A ( SL 2, 9 e H F GL 2, 96 }
4  .3. 2 A ( SL 4, 28
4  .4. 2 A e H F S ( Sp 4, 26 6}
45. 2 A7
4  .  .6. 3 D (Q . A e H F D (Q .S8 8 5 8 8 5}
4  .7. 3 2. A ( SL 2, 5 e H5 }
 . D9 b .It follows from Lemma 2.4 that 1 / K a rEeG ( H, and sinceab
 .m F 4, K a is soluble. Thus entries 3, 4, and 5 in the above list are
excluded since H has no nontrivial soluble normal subgroup.
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 .In the case of entry 1, k s 5. By Lemma 2.4 1 , if E / 1, then E is a
 .  .  .  .3-subgroup of K a . Since H F GL 2, 4 ( 3 = A .2 and K a rE is a5
nontrivial soluble normal subgroup of H, we deduce that H ( 3 = A or5
 .  . 8 < Da . <3 = A .2. Thus K a itself is a 3-group. Now 2 ¦ G and it follows5 a
that m F 3. If m s 3 then Z5 is a minimal normal subgroup of G s3 a
 . 5  . 2 < <S X S l G. Therefore Z F K a and 3 ¦ H , a contradiction. If3 5 3
5 4  .m s 2 then G s 2 : S or 2 : S s S X S l A . However, neither ofa 5 5 2 5 10
these groups contains a nontrivial normal 3-subgroup, a contradiction.
 .In the case of entry 2, k s 6. It follows from Lemma 2.4 1 that E is a
 .  .  .possibly trivial 2-subgroup of K a . It follows that K a itself is a
 .  .  . 22-group since 1 / K a rEe H F GL 2, 9 ( 2. A = 4 .2 . We must have6
4 < < 8 < <m ) 2 since 3 must divide G . It follows that 3 is a divisor of G and,a a
< Da . < Da . 4hence, also a divisor of G . However, G s 3 : H has order exactlya a
divisible by 36, a contradiction.
4 < <In the entries 6 or 7, k s 5 and also m s 3 or 4 for otherwise 3 ¦ G .a
 .  .It follows from Lemma 2.4 1 that E is a possibly trivial 2-subgroup.
 .Moreover, for entries 6 and 7, K a rE is a normal subgroup of H s
w ax  .2 . A for some a, and hence K a is a 2-group. Since m is 3 or 4,5
6 < < 6 < Da . < < Da . <it follows that 3 N G , and hence that 3 N G . However, G isa a a
exactly divisible by 35. This contradiction completes the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.1.
6. PRIMITIVE CASE
In this section we treat the case where G is primitive on S. Since thea
examples for which G is soluble have been determined in Proposition 3.1,a
we assume in this section that G is insoluble. First we deal with the casea
where GDa . is unfaithful.a
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set
 .  .V such that soc G s A n G 5 . If G is insoluble and G l S isn a a n
 4primiti¨ e on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n on which S acts naturally, then G hasn
no unfaithful 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent.
Proof. If n s 6 then G must have A as a section and since G isa 5 a
w xmaximal in G, we deduce using 8, p. 4 that G F S . Thus for all n we6
 .  .have G F S . Let K s K a be the kernel of G on D a . Since G isn a a
w x Da . <  . <insoluble, by 30, 18.2 , G is also insoluble. In particular, d s D a G 5a
and GDa . s G rK is not cyclic.a a
 .First suppose that soc G is elementary abelian. Then as G is primi-a a
tive on S, G has a minimal normal subgroup N s Zk for some prime pa p
and positive integer k and n s pk. Since G is maximal in G we havea
 .  .  .G s AGL k, p l G, and since G is insoluble, k G 2 and k, p / 2, 2a a
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 .or 2, 3 . Thus we may identify the points of S with the vectors of an affine
 .space AG k, p in such a way that G induces affine transformations of S.a
Since K / 1 and N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G , N F K.a
So
GDa . s G rK ( G rN r KrN s GL k , p r KrN . .  .  .  .a a a
Da .  . Da .Since G is not cyclic, K h SL k, p . Also since G is insoluble,a a
 Da ..  . Da .  .soc G is not cyclic. Hence PSL k, p F G F PGL k, p . The onlya a
2-transitive representations of GDa . of degree d satisfy one of thea
following:
 . <  . <1 k s 2, p s 5, 7, or 11 and d s D a s p;
 .2 k s 3, p s 2, and d s 8;
 .3 k s 4, p s 2, and d s 8; or
 .  k .  .4 d s p y 1 r p y 1 .
 .  . 2 <  . <If 1 holds, then G s AGL 2, p l G s Z : L, where GL 2, p : L sa p
Da .  .  .1 or 2 and p s 5, 7, or 11. Since G is PSL 2, p or PGL 2, p we geta
2  .  < < .K s Z : K , where K s Z or Z . By Lemma 2.4 1 , E , p s 1p 0 0 py1  py1.r2
2  2 .since d s p. Thus Z ( Z E rE is a characteristic subgroup of KrE. Itp p
 .  . Da .follows by Lemma 2.4 2 and Lemma 2.3 1 that G has a normalab
2 < Da . <subgroup isomorphic to Z , which contradicts the fact that G is notp a
divisible by p2.
 .  .In case 2 , since AGL 3, 2 - A , it follows that G s A and G s8 8 a
 .AGL 3, 2 . Thus G is 2-transitive on V of degree 15, and so has no
 .subdegree 8. This shows that case 2 is impossible.
 .  . 4If 3 holds then G s A since G s AGL 4, 2 ( Z : A - A . It16 a 2 8 16
Da . 4  .follows that G s A and K s Z . By Lemma 2.4 1 , E is trivial fora 8 2
 .otherwise it would be a 2-subgroup of K. It follows from Lemma 2.4 2 and
 . Da . 4Lemma 2.3 1 that G has a normal subgroup isomorphic to KrE ( Z ,ab 2
a contradiction.
 . k   . . kIf 4 holds, then G s Z : GL k, p l G s P : H, where P s Z anda p p
 .  .  .SL k, p e H F GL k, p . For a point b g D a , G s P : Q, where Q isab}
the stabilizer of a subspace U of dimension 1 or k y 1 in H and
< <  .H : Q s d. Write S as the set of k-tuples over GF p in such a way that
P acts on S by translation, that is, P consists of all the translations
 . k < <t : ¨ ¬ ¨ q z ¨ g S for z g Z . Then we may assume that, if U s pz p
then
=x 0 ky1Q s x g GF p , A g GL k y 1, p , a g Z l H , 5 .  .  .p 5 /a A
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< <which acts naturally by right multiplication on S. Similarly, if U s
pky1 G p2, we may assume that
=x a ky1Q s x g GF p , A g GL k y 1, p , a g Z l H . 6 .  .  .p 5 /0 A
 .  .Note that no element of GL k, p acts trivially on P and hence C P s P.Ga
For any minimal normal subgroup M eG , if M l P s 1, then MP sab
 .M = P, contrary to the fact that C P s P. Therefore M F P. It followsGa
 .  .from 5 and 6 that U is the unique irreducible subspace of S and hence
U is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G . Thus we have U sab
 .  .soc G . Set X [ N G . We shall prove thatab G a b
P e X . 7 .
}
< < ky1 2  .First assume that U s p G p . Since U s soc G , G rU e XrUab a b }
and PrU is the only normal subgroup of G rU of order p. It follows thatab
 .PrU is characteristic in G rU and hence normal in XrU. Thus 7 isab
true.
< <  .  .Next assume that U s p. Note that, for 0 s 0, . . . , 0 g S, G hasab 0
 4  4orbits 0 , U y 0 , and S y U. So G preserves a unique nontrivial blockab
 g 4system on S, namely F s U N g g G , the set of U-orbits in S. Nowab
 .U s soc G is a characteristic subgroup of G and, hence, is normal-ab a b
ized by X. It follows that X preserves the block system F comprising the
U-orbits. In the following, for any subgroup Y F X, Y denotes theF .
subgroup of Y which fixes each block of F setwise.
 .  . < < 2 ky1Set R [ O G s P.O Q . Then R s p and R is transitive onp a b p
F < <S. Since R is not regular, R is not abelian. Since P is regular, P s pF .
 .  .and P s P l G eG . Hence P e R and so P : Z R sinceF . a b F . a b F . F .} }
 .  .  .P l Z R / 1. Suppose Z R / P . Now Z R is characteristic in RF . F .
 .  .so Z R eG and G acting on R s P.O Q has composition factorsab a b p
  . .as GF p G -modules of dimensions 1, k y 1, and k y 1. So as P mab F .
 . <  . < k  .Z R m R, it follows that Z R s p . Since O Q does not centralize P,p
 .  . <  . <P / Z R and, hence, P l Z R s P . It follows that PZ R sF .
2 k < < 2 ky1 < <  .p r P s p s R . So we have R s PZ R . However, since P isF .
 .abelian, this implies that P F Z R , a contradiction. Hence we deduce
 .  .that Z R s P . Now we claim that R s P = O Q and the quo-F . F . F . p
tient RrP s PrP = R rP is elementary abelian.F . F . F . F .
 .:Recall that now U s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . We also have
1 0 ky1O Q s l s a g Z .p a p 5 /a I
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and
F s U q y N y s 0, y , . . . , y , y g GF p . 4 .  .2 k i
< < < < < < kSince R is transitive on F, R F R r F s p . On the other hand, eachF .
 .element l of O Q fixes each U q y g F setwise and, hence, Ra p F .
  . :  .contains O Q , P s P = O Q . It follows that R s P =p F . F . p F . F .
 .  .O Q . Moreover, R rP s O Q P rP is normal in RrP andp F . F . p F . F . F .
PrP e RrP and these two normal subgroups have trivial intersectionF . F .}
and are both elementary abelian. So the claim is proved.
 .  .It follows that R9 F F R F P since RrF R is the largest elemen-F .
tary abelian quotient of R. Since R is nonabelian, we conclude that
R9 s F R s Z R s P ( Z ; .  . F . p
that is, R is an extraspecial p-group. Now the commutator map w : R = R
 .  . w xª R9 s Z R defined by w x, y s x, y for any x, y g R induces a
 .  wnondegenerate symplectic form on RrZ R , and it can be shown see 26,
x.pp. 97]98 that
Aut R F RrZ R .GSp 2k y 2, p . .  .  .
 .Since R s O Q fixes exactly p points of S, namely the points in U, by0 p
w x <  . <  .  .30, 4.59 , we have C R s p and hence C R s Z R s P . ThusS S F .n n
 .XrP is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut R . Moreover, G rP (F . a b F .
  . . .RrP . GL k y 1, p = Z l G . Thus G rR is contained in theF . py1 a b
 .stabilizer in GSp 2k y 2, p of the pair of maximal totally isotropic sub-
 4spaces PrP , R rP of RrP , and, moreover, it can be shown thatF . F . F . F .
this is the unique pair of maximal totally isotropic subspaces stabilized by
G rR. Since X preserves F, XrP fixes both of the subspaces setwise.ab F .
 . < <It follows that X normalizes P and 7 is proved in the case U s p also.
 .  .  .It follows from 7 that X F N P , and we know that N P s G .G G a
 .Therefore, X s N G s G since G is maximal in G . For anyG a b a b a b aa
x g G, if G x - G then G x contains a Sylow p-subgroup of G , and soab a a b a
must contain the normal p-subgroup P. Thus we may write G x s P : Sab
 .with S a subgroup of H s GL k, p l G of index d. From an examination
 w x.of the possible types of subgroups of H see, for example, 1 , S must be
the stabilizer of a subspace of S of dimension 1 or k y 1.
Now both G s P : Q and G x s P : S are transitive on S, and theab a b
stabilizer of the zero vector is Q and S, respectively. If Q stabilized a
one-dimensional subspace its orbits in S would have lengths 1, p y 1, and
k  .p y p, while if Q stabilized a k y 1 -dimensional subspace then its orbits
in S would have lengths 1, pky1 y 1 and pk y pky1. However, since Gab
and G x are conjugate in S , they must have the same subdegrees, andab n
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therefore Q and S must stabilize a subspace of the same dimension.
Hence Q and S are conjugate in H and therefore G and G x areab a b
conjugate in G . It now follows from Theorem 2.6 that G has noa a
 .2-transitive orbit, so case 4 cannot arise.
 . kNext suppose that soc G s T for some nonabelian simple group T. Ifa
k s 1, then G is almost simple. It follows that T : K since K / 1 and Ka
is normal in G . Therefore,a
GDa . s G rK ( G rT r KrT .  .a a a
 .is a homomorphic image of a subgroup of Out T , which is soluble by the
 w x.``Schreier conjecture'' see, for example, 10, Theorem 1.46 . However, Ga
w x kitself is insoluble, contradicting 30, 18.3 . Hence k ) 1. Since K l T is
normal in T k, K l T k ( T l for some l F k. If l F k y 2, then
T ky l ( T kKrK eGDa . ,a}
which is not possible for a 2-transitive group. If K l T k s T ky1, then
T ( T kr T k l K ( T kKrK eGDa . . . a}
Da .  .Therefore, T eG F Aut T . However, by Lemma 2.4,a
KrEeGD9 b . ( GDa . ,ab a b
where E is a p-group, and GDa . has no section isomorphic to T , which isab
 . ka contradiction. Hence soc G F K. As E l T is a normal subgroup ofa
T k and E is a p-group, we have E l T k s 1, so
T k ( T kErEe KrEeGD9 b . ( GDa . . 8 .ab a b
 k .  . Da .  .Now G F Aut T s Aut T X S , so G is a section of Out T X S .a k a k
 .  . kSince Out T is soluble it follows from formula 8 that T is a section of
k 2 k < < k < <S . However, 2 divides T , and, on the other hand, S is not divisiblek
2 kby 2 . This contradiction completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.
To complete the proof of the Main Theorem we have to consider the
case where GDa . is an insoluble 2-transitive group and faithful. If GDa . isa a
 .almost simple then so is G and case 3 of the Main Theorem holds. Soa
we may assume that GDa . is an insoluble 2-transitive group of affine type.a
In particular, n s d s pk G 8 for some prime p and integer k G 2 with
 .  .k, p / 2, 3 .
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a finite set
 .  .  .V such that soc G s A n G 5 . If G s AGL k, p l G is insoluble,n a
then G has no faithful 2-transiti¨ e subconstituent.
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G has a faithful insoluble 2-transi-
Da . <  . < ktive subconstituent G ( G . Then n s d s D a s p G 8, k G 2a a
and pk / 9 since G is insoluble. Furthermore, we may identify S, the seta
 .of size n on which G acts naturally, with the affine space AG k, p in such
a way that G induces affine transformations on S. Denote the subgroupa
 . k  .of translations in AGL k, p by P ( Z . Then, for a point b g D a ,p
 .G ( GL k, p l G is a complement of P in G . If p ) 2 then G hasab a a
 w x.only one conjugacy class of complements see 11, p. 124 . If p s 2 then
 .  .GL k, 2 ( PSL k, 2 is simple. Since G is maximal in G, it follows thata
 . kG s A and G s AGL k, 2 . For any complement X of P s Z in G , Xn a 2 a
contains a cyclic subgroup C of order 2 k y 1 and all cyclic subgroups of
G of that order are conjugate in G . In particular, C is conjugate in G toa a a
 . ka cyclic subgroup of GL k, 2 of order 2 y 1 and so the C-orbits in S
have lengths 1 and 2 k y 1. If X does not fix a vector, then X must be
transitive on the 2 k points of S and hence X must be 2-transitive on S.
However, X has such a representation if and only if k s 3. Thus we
 .conclude that, for any k, p , either G is the stabilizer H in G of aab a
 .  .  .point, say 0, of S, or k, p s 3, 2 and G ( PSL 2, 7 acts transitivelyab
on S.
 .  .  .First assume that k, p s 3, 2 . Then G s A since G s AGL 3, 2 -8 a
 .A . However, the permutation group G, V is now 2-transitive of degree8
15 and G has only one nontrivial subconstituent of degree 14, a contra-a
 .  .  .diction. So we may assume that k, p / 3, 2 and that G s H s G .ab a 0
 .  4It follows that H s GL k, p l G is transitive on S _ 0 . By Lemma 2.8,
 . k kN H s H, where G s S or A is the stabilizer in G of theG 0 p y1 p y10
point 0 g S. Moreover, since 0 is the unique fixed point of H in S,
 .  .  .  .N H must fix 0 and so N H F G , whence N H s N H s H.G G 0 G G 0
For any x g G, if H x - G , then H x fixes the point 0 x g S and hencea
x  . < . < < x < x  .x x xH F G . Since G s H , H s G . Since G is transitive ona 0 a 0 a 0 a
S, there is an element g g G such that H g s H x. Thus H and H x area
conjugate in G . Thus, by Theorem 2.6, G has no subconstituent GDa . ofa a
degree d with G s H.ab
7. THE CASE WHERE GDa . ( G IS ALMOST SIMPLEa a
 .In this last section we shall discuss case 3 of the Main Theorem. Let G
 .be a primitive group on a finite set V with soc G s A for some n G 5n
 4and S s 1, . . . , n on which G l S acts naturally. Suppose that, forn
a g V, G is an almost simple primitive group acting on S and G has aa
faithful 2-transitive subconstituent GDa . ( G of degree d. Then all thea a
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 Da . . possibilities for the 2-transitive group G , d are explicitly known cf.a
w x.5 . Therefore we know all the candidates for G . Moreover, if maximala
subgroups of G are known explicitly, then we have a complete list of thea
 .possible primitive representations G , S . It is in principle possible toa
complete the classification for these families of groups. Table VI gives a
list of some 2-transitive groups all of whose maximal subgroups are known
 w x.cf. 5, p. 8 . We pose the following problem.
 .PROBLEM 7.1. Complete the classification of primitive groups G, V
 .  .with soc G s A n G 7 such that the stabilizer G of a g V is primitiven a
 4on the set S s 1, 2, . . . , n on which G acts naturally, G has a faithfula
Da .  .2-transitive constituent G in V of degree d and soc G is one of thea a
groups in Table VI.
 .  .A possible approach is to investigate N G for b g D a . Note thatG a b
 .  .N G s G and G is maximal in G . So by Theorem 2.6, if N GG a a a b a G a b
 .) G , then the existence of D a is proved. On the other hand, in mostab
cases, G has a unique 2-transitive representation of degree d. Hence Ga a
has a unique conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to G . It followsab
that, for any x g G, if G x - G then G x and G are conjugate in G .ab a a b a b a
 .  .Therefore, by Theorem 2.6, if N G s G , then such a D a does notG a b a b
exist.
To illustrate the above approach we take A as an example.7
EXAMPLE 7.2. Let G be a primitive permutation group acting on a
 .  .finite set V with soc G s A n G 5 . Suppose that, for a g V, G s An a 7
is primitive on the set S of size n, on which G acts naturally and GDa . isa
 .2-transitive of degree d for some G -orbit D a in V. Then G s A ,a 21
 .d s 15, and G has a non-self-paired orbit D a of length 15 in V.a
TABLE VI
 . <  . <soc G d s D a Remarksa
 .PSL 2, q q q 1 q ) 3
2 3 .PSU 3, q q q 1 q ) 2
2 2 aq1 .Sz q q q 1 q s 2 ) 2
2 3 2 aq1 .G q q q 1 q s 3 ) 32
 .PSL 2, 11 11
2 .  .  .PSL 2, 8 28 G s PSL 2, 8 .3 ( G 3a 2
A 157
M 1211
M i i s 11, 12, 22, 23, 24i
H S 176
Co 2763
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Proof. Now G must be A since A is a simple maximal subgroup ofn 7
 .G. For a point 0 g S, G is a maximal subgroup of A and n sa 0 7
<  . < w x  .  .  .A : G . By 8, p. 10 , G s A , PSL 2, 7 , S or A = 3 : 2 with7 a 0 a 0 6 5 4
n s 7, 15, 21, or 35, respectively. Note that if G has a faithful 2-transitive
Da . <  . < < < < <subconstituent G , then d s D a s 7 or 15. Thus G : G s V Ga a
< 4  . <  .a j D a G 8. So the case where G s A with n s 7 is excluded.a 0 6
w xBy 15 , A is not maximal in A or A . So the only possibility is7 15 35
 .G s A and G s S . We identify S with21 a 0 5
 4i , j N 1 F i - j F 7 4
 .and set H s G s G , G s H l G ( S .0 1, 24 a 0 a 5
<  . <  .If d s D a s 7 then G s A for some b g D a . It is not hard toab 6
verify that G has exactly two orbits on S, namelyab
 4  4P s i , j N 1 F i - j F 6 , P s i , 7 N 1 F i F 6 . 4  41 2
< < < <  . xThus P s 15 and P s 6. For any x g N G , P is still a G -orbit.1 2 G a b 1 a b
< < < < x  .Since P / P , we have P s P for i s 1, 2. Therefore N G is1 2 i i G a b
contained in the setwise stabilizer L in G of P . Denote the symmetric1
 .  . group of P by S i s 1, 2 . Then L s S = S l G s A =i P P P Pi 1 2 1
.  .  .A : 2. It follows that N G s N G . Note that each elementP G a b L a b2
g g G can be written uniquely asab
g s g P1 ? g P 2 , 9 .
where g P i is the image of g under the epimorphic map f : G ª GP i -i a b a b
S . It is evident that GP 2 ( A eS s S . For the transitive permutationP a b 6 6 Pi 2
representation of A of degree 15, the point stabilizer of A is S , which6 6 4
has orbits of lengths 1, 4, 4, and 6 on P . Hence the stabilizer in GP1 fixes1 a b
 4 P1exactly one point of P , say 5, 6 . Thus G has trivial centralizer in1 a b
 P1.S s S . It follows that N G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofP 15 S a b1 P1 . w x  .Aut A ( S .2. However, by 8, p. 4 , Aut A l S s S . So we have6 6 6 15 6
 P1.N G F S . On the other hand, it is clear that A - S - A . ThusS a b 6 6 6 15P1  P1.  .  .we obtain that N G s S . It follows from 9 that N G is aS a b 6 S =S a bP P P1 1 2
 P1.  P 2 .diagonal subgroup D of N G = N G ( S = S . Hence D ( S .S a b S a b 6 6 6P P1 2 P1.  P 2 .Moreover, since N G - A s A and N G s S , D mustS a b P 15 S a b PP 1 P 21 2  .contain old permutations of S s P j P . It follows that N G s D l1 2 L a b
 .A s A s G . Thus we have N G s G . It is clear that A has21 6 a b G a b a b 7
only one conjugacy class of subgroups of order 360. It follows from
Theorem 2.6 that G has no subconstituent of degree 7 with A as G .6 a b
<  . <  .If d s D a s 15 then G s PSL 2, 7 , which is still 2-transitive ofab
degree 7, in the natural action of A of degree 7. Therefore G is now7 a b
transitive on S and H l G ( D . Acting on seven points, D has orbitsab 8 8
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of lengths 1, 2 and 4. It follows that H l G s D fixes exactly one pointab 8
 4of S, say 1, 2 . Thus G has trivial centralizer in G, which implies thatab
 .  .  .N G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut G ( PGL 2, 7 . NowG a b a b
 .PGL 2, 7 has a subgroup of index 21, namely D , which normalizes a16
 .  .  .subgroup D of PSL 2, 7 . It follows that N G s PGL 2, 7 . However,8 S a b21
 .as a primitive permutation group of degree 21, PGL 2, 7 contains odd
w x  .  .permutations 25, Table 1 . Thus we obtain that N G s PSL 2, 7 sG a b
G . It follows from Theorem 2.6 that G has no self-paired suborbit ofab
 .length 15 with G s PSL 2, 7 . However, the interesting thing is thatab
G s A contains two conjugacy classes of subgroups isomorphic toa 7
 .PSL 2, 7 . So it may be possible for G to have non-self-paired subcon-
stituents of degree 15. In fact, A - S - S and the two conjugacy7 7 21
classes of subgroups of order 168 in A are fused in S . It follows that7 7
there exists an element g g S - S such that G g - G but G g and7 21 a b a a b
G are not conjugate in G . If g f A , then take an odd permutationab a 21
 .  . h g gh g N G ( PGL 2, 7 and replace g by hg g A . Thus G s G -S a b 21 a b a b21
G . This shows that we can always find an element g g G s A such thata 21
G g - G but G g and G are not conjugate in G . Therefore, byab a a b a b a
 .Theorem 2.6, G does have a suborbit D a of length 15 with G sab
Da . .  .PSL 2, 7 for some b g D a . It is clear that G ( G is 2-transitive.a a
<  . <The above discussion of the case where G s A and d s D a s 7a 7
 .can be generalized. Let d G 7 and n s d d y 1 r2. Then S is a primitived
 4 4permutation group of S s i, j N 1 F i - j F d under the natural action.
w xIt follows from 15 that, if d G 7 then S l A is maximal in A . Byd n n
Lemma 2.9, S contains elements which act on S as odd permutations ifd
and only if d is odd. Therefore, by denoting G s A and G s S l A ,n a d n
 .  4we obtain a primitive group G, V , where V s G x N x g G and G isa a
S if d is even and A if d is odd. Furthermore, we have the followingd d
result.
 .THEOREM 7.3. Let d be an integer, d G 7, and set n s d d y 1 r2 and
 4 4S s i, j N 1 F i - j F d . Let G s A and G s S l G which, as an a d
primiti¨ e permutation group of S, is a maximal subgroup of G. Moreo¨er, let
 4  .V s G x N x g G . Then the primiti¨ e group G, V has no 2-transiti¨ ea
subconstituent of degree d.
Proof. Since A has been treated in Example 7.2, we assume that7
 .  .d G 8. If G has a suborbit D a of length d, then for some b g D a ,
 4G s S l G. Suppose that G fixes d g 1, . . . , d . Then G hasab dy1 a b a b
two orbits on S:
 4  4P s i , j N 1 F i - j F d y 1 , P s i , d N 1 F i F d y 1 , 4  41 2
< <  . . < <with P s d y 1 d y 2 r2 and P s d y 1.1 2
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 .Let L s S = S l G. Arguing as in Example 7.2, we can proveP P1 2
 .  . P 2that N G s N G . Also we have G ( S l GeS s S .G a b L a b a b dy1 dy1 P} 2
P1  P1. P1For the permutation group G , let G be the stabilizer in Gab a b dy2, dy14 a b
 4of the point d y 2, d y 1 g P . If d is odd, then G s A and1 a b dy1
 P1.  P1.G s S . If d is even, then G s S and Gab dy2, dy14 dy3 a b dy1 a b dy2, dy14
 P1.s S = S . In the former case G has four orbits on P :dy3 2 a b dy2, dy14 1
 4  4F s d y 2, d y 1 , F s i , j N 1 F i - j F d y 3 , 4  41 2
 4  4F s i , d y 2 N 1 F i F d y 3 , F s i , d y 1 N 1 F i F d y 3 4  43 4
 . .with lengths 1, d y 3 d y 4 r2, d y 3, and d y 3, respectively. In the
 P1.latter case G has three orbits on P :ab dy2, dy14 1
F
X s F , FX s F , FX s F j F .1 1 2 2 3 3 4
 P1. w xIn both cases G fixes exactly one point of P and, by 30, 4.59 ,ab dy2, dy14 1
P1  P1.G has a trivial centralizer in S . It follows that N G is isomorphicab P S a b1 P1
 P1.  .to a subgroup of Aut G s Aut A s S since d y 1 ) 6. Clearlyab dy1 dy1
 P1.S has a natural action on P , and so we have N G s S . As indy1 1 S a b dy1P1 .Example 7.2, we can prove that N G is a diagonal subgroup D ofS =S a bP P1 2 P1.  P 2 .N G = N G ( S = S , which implies that D ( S .S a b S a b dy1 dy1 dy1P P1 2
If d y 1 is odd, then G s S and hence G s S - A . Sincea d a b dy1 S
 .  .  .N G s N G F D ( S , we have N G s G . If d y 1 isG a b L a b dy1 G a b a b
 P1.even, then by Lemma 2.9, N G s S - A , which consists of evenS a b dy1 PP 11  P 2 .permutations. On the other hand, N G s S contains odd permuta-S a b PP 22
tions. It follows that, for d odd, D contains odd permutations of S s P1
 .j P . So we have N G s D l A s A s G , which also implies2 L a b S dy1 a b
 .that N G s G . Since d G 8, it is clear that S l G contains onlyG a b a b d
one conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to S l G. Thus, bydy1
Theorem 2.6, G has no subconstituent of degree d with A as G . Thisd a b
completes the proof of the theorem.
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